[1] Although volcanism far from tectonic boundaries is likely due to upwelling near the lithospheric base, the convective processes that induce upwelling are unclear. Numerical models show that asthenospheric shear can be deflected upward by lateral viscosity variations within the asthenosphere, producing "shear-driven upwelling" (SDU). To constrain the rate, duration, and surface expression of intraplate volcanism caused by SDU, we simulate 2-D flow and peridotite melting in the upper 200 km of the mantle. Asthenospheric shear is driven by lithospheric plates with different thicknesses moving at 3-9 cm/yr, and the initial low-viscosity region is a rectangularly shaped pocket with an imposed viscosity that is 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the surrounding asthenosphere. Melting decreases as the pocket deforms and reaches steady state after 3-12 Myr. The age progression of surface volcanism is nearly stationary in the reference frame of the plate, which distinguishes SDU from hot spot volcanism. Similar behavior occurs if the viscosity heterogeneity is induced by variations in the water content of mantle peridotite. If the pocket's low viscosity is caused by excess temperature, buoyant upwelling of the entire pocket dominates volcanism. Differences in the time dependence of volcanism associated with damp and warm pockets may help identify which type of mantle heterogeneity and associated dynamic process best explains weak, intermittent, intraplate volcanism with no obvious age progression. We suggest that asthenospheric shear induced by plate motions and global mantle flow, by exciting SDU, drives some of the non-hot spot small-scale volcanism that occurs away from plate boundaries.
Introduction
[2] Although there are many examples of intraplate volcanism on Earth's continents and ocean floor, the origin of much of this volcanism is not well explained. Currently, the most successful explanation for the formation of intraplate volcanism is the thermal plume hypothesis, by which warm, buoyant material rises from some depth in the mantle, and the excess temperature of the plume allows for melting away from plate boundaries [Wilson, 1963; Morgan, 1971 Morgan, , 1972 . The plume hypothesis makes a number of predictions, such as the existence of flood basalts formed by the plume head [Morgan, 1971; Whitehead and Luther, 1975; Richards et al., 1989] , the eruption of a "hot spot" trail of volcanoes with an age progression formed by plate motion, topographic swells caused by the density contrast of the plume material [Olson and Nam, 1986; Davies, 1988; Sleep, 1990] , seismically slow anomalies caused by the temperature contrast of plume material [e.g., Anderson, 1989; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996, 2003] , and compositional differences among hot spot volcanoes generated by plume material of different temperatures, pressures, and sources [e.g., Allègre, 1982; Zindler and Hart, 1986; Hofmann, 1997] .
[3] Of the thousands of confirmed examples of intraplate volcanism across the globe and in the geological record, the number that are clearly the result of thermal, plumelike anomalies is on the order of tens, and these tend to be the most voluminous examples of intraplate magmatism [Courtillot et al., 2003; Ito and van Keken, 2007] . Of course, there is a lack of data in many instances to rule out a plume source, but many well-studied island chains lack one or more of the major features predicted by the plume hypothesis [Courtillot et al., 2003] . One of the most compelling reasons to reject a plume source for intraplate volcanism is the lack of an obvious hot spot age progression in the spatial-temporal pattern of eruptions. Examples of intraplate volcanism without an age progression consistent with plate motion over a fixed plume include the Line Islands, Marshall Islands, and Cameroon Line, and even more classical examples such as Samoa and the Puka-Puka ridge have less-than-perfect age progressions throughout their durations [Ito and van Keken, 2007] . Further, no obvious age progression or hot spot track exists in the many Plio-Pleistocene eruptions of the Southwestern Nevada Volcanic Field [e.g., Smith et al., 2002; Valentine and Hirano, 2010] or in some of the volcanism of eastern Australia, particularly in the Newer Volcanic Province in Victoria [e.g., Demidjuk et al., 2007; Gray and McDougall, 2009] . Thus, while plumes may be the cause of some intraplate volcanism, there are numerous examples that may be better explained by some other process.
[4] Many nonplume hypotheses have addressed the lack of an obvious age progression at a hot spot by proposing that the dynamic cause of melt production is a lithospheric process or feature. Examples include small-scale convection such as Richter rolls or other gravitational instabilities [e.g., Buck and Parmentier, 1986; Marquart, 2001; Ballmer et al., 2007; Elkins-Tanton, 2007] , plate flexure [Hirano et al., 2006] , and extension leading to cracking [Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1978; Sandwell et al., 1995] or upwelling [McKenzie and Bickle, 1988] , buoyant melting instabilities [Raddick et al., 2002; Hernlund et al., 2008a Hernlund et al., , 2008b , and edge-driven flow where the thickness of the lithosphere changes rapidly, such as at craton edges [King and Anderson, 1998; King and Ritsema, 2000; Till et al., 2010] . Further, a small, isolated warm pocket beneath the lithosphere should not exhibit a hot spot trail [Huppert, 1982; Bercovici and Lin, 1996] . A challenge for all of these nonplume hypotheses is predicting large enough eruption rates over long enough time scales to explain observations, which many of the above studies achieved with varying degrees of success.
[5] Recent work has proposed a new process by which asthenospheric shear, generated by relative motion between the surface plates and the underlying mantle flow, is deflected vertically by lateral viscosity variations . This upwelling, which is not driven by local density heterogeneity, is a potential cause for decompression and melting. proposed two types of shear-driven upwelling (SDU) associated with two types of lateral viscosity variations: changes in the depth of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary ("cavities" or "steps") and regions of anomalously low-viscosity material embedded within the asthenosphere ("pockets"). As in some previously proposed hypotheses, SDU-induced melting requires decompression of asthenosphere that is already near its solidus. treated this near-solidus material as a residual mantle layer [Langmuir et al., 1992] that has not significantly cooled. While did estimate rates for volcanism that might be associated with SDU, they did not specifically demonstrate how SDU causes melting, nor address how this melt might be erupted to the surface. Recently, several studies have proposed that SDU-like mechanisms may alter the lithospheric stress field to allow eruption of shear-aligned, melt-rich regions in the upper mantle [Kawakatsu et al., 2009; Kohlstedt and Holtzman, 2009; Anderson, 2010; Holtzman et al., 2003] . Although suggested that SDU can create these melt-rich regions, they did not examine the time-dependent nature of SDU-induced melt production or its volcanic surface expression. Such time-dependent constraints are essential in order to evaluate the viability of SDU as a generator of intraplate volcanism, and to make quantitative predictions about SDU age progression that can be compared against observations. Testing the persistence of SDU is particularly important because assumed only rectangular-shaped pockets, which may not be representative of actual asthenospheric heterogeneity (although some tomographic studies show that heterogeneity can be boxy in cross section [e.g., Gao et al., 2004; West et al., 2004] ), particularly because pocket shape must be continuously changing when exposed to asthenospheric shear.
[6] Here we present 2-D, time-dependent models of SDU for the second type of lateral viscosity variation examined by : low-viscosity pockets embedded within a shearing asthenospheric layer. These simulations simultaneously solve for viscous flow patterns and melting of a peridotite source. We predict the rate of melting and volcanic emplacement of melt at the surface, the duration of volcanism, and the spatial and temporal patterns of eruption. We determine which parameters, such as the dimensions of pockets, the thickness of plates, and the magnitude of shear, control the time dependence of SDU. To explore these parameters, we start simply by examining pockets in which low viscosity is simply imposed (i.e., with no specific natural explanation). Next we examine more realistic causes of low viscosity within these pockets, specifically variations in water content [e.g., Michael, 1988; Dixon et al., 2002 Dixon et al., , 2004 Asimow and Langmuir, 2003] or temperature. Finally, we compare this robust description of time-dependent SDU melting simulations to observations of intraplate volcanism on continents and the seafloor.
Methods

Dynamics and Melting
[7] We use the Cartesian finite element code CITCOM to solve for 2-D convection in the upper 200 km of the mantle (i.e., the lithosphere and asthenosphere) [Moresi and Gurnis, 1996; Zhong et al., 2000; van Hunen et al., 2005] . Although CITCOM has been widely used for studies of mantle convection and melting [e.g., Ballmer et al., 2007 Ballmer et al., , 2009 Bianco et al., 2008] , we will review the major components of our modeling procedure here.
[8] Our numerical model solves the mass conservation, momentum, energy, and continuity equations for an incompressible, infinite-Prandtl-number fluid. Making the extended Boussinesq approximation, the dimensionless continuity and momentum equations reduce to
where u is the velocity vector, P is pressure, h is dynamic viscosity, Ra is Rayleigh number (which is unimportant in our simulations in the absence of lateral temperature variations), T is absolute temperature,k is vertical unit vector, and all variables and operators are nondimensional. The dimensionless energy equation is
where DT/Dt is the full material time derivative and _ M is the melting rate. The source term Q accounts for cooling due to the latent heat of melting and adiabatic decompression. Although viscous dissipation is omitted, other simulations that include this effect show only a small increase in volcanism (M. Ballmer, personal communication, 2008) . In nondimensional form, Q is
where Di is dissipation number, w is vertical velocity, DS is the change in entropy associated with the liquid-solid phase change, c p is specific heat, and F is melt fraction [Christensen and Yuen, 1985] .
[9] The width of our model space is 1400 km in most simulations, though some simulations are as wide as 2800 km to avoid boundary effects at the edges, and the depth is 200 km. The side boundaries are open to material flow and have zero conductive heat flow [Ribe and Christensen, 1999] . Both velocity and conductive heat flow are zero at the base of the model. The top surface has an imposed horizontal velocity, V plate (and zero vertical velocity) to simulate plate motion, which causes shearing in the asthenosphere below. Vertical and horizontal resolution is uniformly 1.5625 km in all simulations discussed in this paper.
[10] The temperatures of the surface and model base are 25°C and 1482°C, respectively, and the initial condition includes and an adiabatic gradient defined as
where z is nondimensional depth, increasing downward. In all simulations, dissipation number, Di = 0.0784 and potential temperature T p = 1350°C, an estimation in the mid-range of values considered by other studies addressing mid-ocean ridges (e.g., 1240°-1475°C [Asimow et al., 2001; Presnall et al., 2002; Putirka, 2005] ) and at the lower end of studies addressing continental magmatism in the Western U.S. (e.g., 1350°-1700°C [Wang et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2009] ). Notably, these conditions result in ∼6 km of crust in our simulations of passively spreading plates, which is consistent with global averages [White et al., 1992; Dick et al., 2003] . We assume a half-space cooling model [Davis and Lister, 1974] and, in most simulations, that the thermal age of the lithosphere is <0.1 Myr so that most of the model space has not cooled by upward diffusion of heat. Thus, we are usually examining the end-member case essentially without an overlying thermal boundary layer, which allows us to predict the maximum amount of melting that may be caused by SDU. To examine the influence of plate thickness on SDU, we impose a mechanical lithosphere (described below) instead of a thermal lithosphere.
[11] We compute the melting and tracking of mantle material using a passive tracer advection scheme [van Hunen et al., 2005] . In every time step, the equilibrium extent of melting (F eq ) is calculated using a parameterized equation for peridotite equilibrium that depends on the local value of T, P, and water content [Katz et al., 2003] at each node. Next, total extent of partial melting from the previous time step (F 0 ) is interpolated from the tracers to the nodes. The new total extent of partial melting at the node (F 1 ) is the maximum of [F 0 , F eq ] and the rate of melting is the maximum of [(F 1 -F 0 )/dt, 0]. Finally, F 1 is interpolated from the nodes back to the tracers, and tracers are advected in the next time step. To calculate rates and volumes of volcanism at the surface, we assume that all melt rises instantly and vertically and spreads over a lateral length equal to the spacing of the nodes (e.g., the width of finite elements), which is consistent with the most simple model of fractional melting. Because we assume that all of the melt escapes, we do not consider refreezing, nor whether F may be limited by any factor beyond those associated with mantle conditions.
[12] Each simulation is initialized with the assumption that all material has previously risen passively to its current depth. Thus, initially F 0 > 0 in the shallow mantle (∼70 km in most simulations), and this represents a residual mantle layer that has formed by passive upwelling beneath a midocean ridge [Langmuir et al., 1992] . In our simulations most of this layer has not cooled by thermal diffusion upward so that the material is at its solidus and will begin melting if it is decompressed. The model best describes the state of young oceanic asthenosphere, as the growth and composition of the continental lithosphere may be more complicated. Beneath continents, near-solidus material similar to what we model in the residual mantle layer may only exist in regions of recent continental extension. Further, continental lithosphere may insulate the mantle below [Gurnis, 1988] , which may create conditions that improve the likelihood of melting, but that are different from those modeled here using thermal or mechanical lithospheres. Nevertheless, continental asthenosphere may be near-solidus owing to elevated water content (possibly added by subduction), elevated potential temperature (by excessive radioactive heating or plume material), or some other factor. Our models will show how SDU may cause melting in any of these cases and thus is applicable to both oceanic and continental lithosphere.
Rheology and Viscosity Heterogeneities
[13] All simulations employ viscosity that is controlled by a temperature-dependent, Newtonian rheological law such that
where u is a nondimensional premultiplier, E a is activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T r is reference temperature [Zhong and Watts, 2002] . A mechanical lithosphere is included in some simulations by setting u = 1000 from the surface to a given depth. Significant upwelling and melting does not occur within the mechanical plate.
[14] Pockets are initialized with relatively low viscosity in one of three ways: by arbitrarily imposing a low-viscosity region ("imposed pocket"), by initializing a region with greater water content than the surrounding asthenosphere ("damp pocket") or excess temperature ("warm pocket"). The first two types of pockets rely on the tracer-advection scheme described below. The third type, a warm pocket, is introduced by the initial temperature condition simply by adding a thermal anomaly within the desired area of the pocket; it is then advected by the flow according to (3). The dimensionless height of a pocket, H LV , is the dimensional height of the pocket divided by the height of the asthenosphere, H Asth . The dimensionless width of a pocket, W LV , is defined in the same manner, and pocket's aspect ratio is W LV /H LV .
[15] In the case of an imposed pocket, our tracer-advection scheme interpolates the premultiplier, u, from the tracers to the nodes between advection steps. Once this information is at the nodal level, CITCOM can correctly include the viscosity heterogeneity. We initialize tracers inside the pocket with u = 0.01 and outside the pocket with u = 1.0. We refer to this low-viscosity heterogeneity as an imposed pocket, as we have imposed a drop in viscosity that is not related to any particular physical variation in the asthenosphere.
[16] In the case of a damp pocket, u must be calculated at the nodal level from other information. We assume that water behaves like an incompatible trace element and is partitioned between solid and melt by modal, fractional melting such that
where C s H 2 O is the concentration of water in the solid residue, C o H 2 O is the initial concentration, and D is the bulk partition coefficient. We compute the premultiplier as
Here, C s H 2 O is the concentration of water in the solid residue either inside or outside of the pocket, C P H 2 O is the initial concentration inside the pocket, and we assume the exponent r = −1 [Hirth, 2002; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003] . We interpolate C o H 2 O from the tracers to the nodes between advection steps, and compute (7) and (8) at the node level. In the simulations below, C P H 2 O = 400 ppm (i.e., C o H 2 O inside the pocket), and C o H 2 O = 0 outside the pocket. The 2 orders of magnitude decrease in viscosity between hydrous peridotite with 400 ppm water and anhydrous peridotite captures rheological observations from laboratory experiments [Chopra and Paterson, 1984; Karato et al., 1986; Borch and Green, 1989; Mei and Kohlstedt, 2000; Jung and Karato, 2001] .
Simulations With Imposed Viscosity Heterogeneity
[17] We first discuss simulations of SDU in which we impose viscosity heterogeneity. We thus initially ignore the (hydrous or thermal) cause of the viscosity heterogeneity, which allows us to examine the time dependence of SDU generally before examining the specific effects of water or temperature.
Patterns of Shear-Driven Upwelling
[18] To demonstrate the flow and melting patterns that arise from SDU, we first consider four example cases of lateral viscosity variations exposed to viscous shear ( Figure 1 ). In an isoviscous scenario, vertical velocity everywhere is zero, and material moving to the right is replaced by material from the left. However, if the shear flow encounters a "wall"-shaped viscosity decrease (a step function decrease of 2 orders of magnitude in viscosity), then the viscosity heterogeneity can induce a component of vertical flow (Figure 1b ). In particular, we find that the lower-viscosity material moving to the right is most easily replaced by low-viscosity material from below, rather than by the higher-viscosity material upstream. Thus, we find plane Couette flow (and zero vertical velocity) far from the viscosity transition, but upwelling vertical velocity on the low-viscosity side of the viscosity transition ( Figure 1a ). We also find that upwelling occurring downstream of the viscosity transition is fed by material coming from the left, which induces a large downward velocity along, and on both sides of, the viscosity wall ( Figure 1a ).
[19] In a second example, we isolate the low-viscosity material to a 320 km wide rectangular pocket ( Figure 1c) . The vertical velocity profile across this transition is similar to the wall case (Figure 1a ), but the upwellings on both sides of the pocket edge are amplified compared to the wall case, and the downwelling at the pocket wall is diminished because the height of the pocket is limited. The upwelling is enhanced because of circulation that is induced within the pocket by the shear flow. This circulation, which was described by , occurs because shear becomes concentrated within the center of the low-viscosity pocket, and upwelling on the upstream side of the pocket is required to feed the faster velocity along the top of the pocket ( Figure 1c ). The vertical velocity profile is reflected and inverted about the center of the pocket, thus inducing downwelling both inside and outside of the downstream side of the pocket, and local upwelling along the downstream pocket wall.
[20] For alternative pocket shapes of similar dimension, we observe the same basic pattern of upwelling and downwelling. If the walls of the pocket are semicircular ( Figure 1d ) rather than vertical, the vertical velocity pattern is similar to the rectangular pocket (Figure 1c ), although the vertical velocity amplitudes are reduced by ∼50% (Figure 1a ). Similarly, a pocket with "right-leaning walls" (Figure 1e ) also shows a similar pattern of vertical flows (Figure 1a ), although the slanting wall causes the interior and exterior pocket upwellings to merge, which eliminates localized downwelling along the vertical pocket boundary (Figure 1a) .
[21] These simulations confirm a general prediction of previous work, which found that under shear, lateral variations in viscosity induce SDU within low-viscosity pockets on their upstream sides . The above examples additionally demonstrate a second region of less intense upwelling occurring outside of the low-viscosity pocket. This outside-pocket upwelling is separated from the interior-pocket upwelling by a downwelling when the pocket wall is nearly vertical. We observe an inverted pattern near downstream walls, which includes a minor upwelling along a nearly vertical wall that separates two regions of downwelling flow ( Figure 1a ). Other simulations have confirmed these basic patterns for a wide range of lateral viscosity variations, including a variety of shapes and viscosity gradients, although we do not discuss the details those experiments here. In the next section, we examine time-dependent simulations that begin with a rectangular pocket (Figure 1c) and deform with time into shapes similar to the case with right-leaning walls (Figure 1e ).
Melting and Eruption Centers
[22] We compute locations and volumes of melt associated with flow driven by asthenospheric shear and asthenospheric viscosity heterogeneity. We express rates of melt eruption onto the surface in terms of the "thickening rate" (in km/Myr), which is the rate at which the basaltic surface layer would thicken if all melt were emplaced uniformly onto the surface above the location of melting. In simulations with a rectangular pocket, there are initially three eruption zones on the surface (i.e., locations with nonzero thickening rate, Figure 2a ) above three melting zones in the asthenosphere (Figure 2b ). These melting zones occur within the residual mantle layer in the three regions of upwelling described above (Figures 1a and 1c) . There is an initially weak melting zone outside of, and upstream from, the pocket. This "outside" melting zone is distinct from a second region of stronger melting located within the pocket; these two melting zones are separated by the downwelling along the boundary wall ( Figure 1a ). The third melting zone, at approximately 860 km (Figure 2b ), results from upwelling along the downstream pocket wall. Because this melting zone only exists if the pocket boundary is nearly vertical, it is short-lived and we will ignore it in this manuscript.
[23] The lateral spans of the melting zones are controlled by the pattern of vertical velocity in the asthenosphere (Figure 2b ), which is dependent on various model parameters such as pocket dimensions and shape. The depth of the top of the melting zones is also controlled by the pattern of vertical velocity; however, this depth is effectively controlled by the exhaustion of clinopyroxene from peridotite [Katz et al., 2003 ], which decreases productivity (∂F/∂P). The depth to the base of the melting zone is controlled by the depth at which the geotherm (typically a mantle adiabat in our simulations) intersects the modeled solidus of peridotite [Katz et al., 2003] , which is also the depth of the residual layer at t = 0. This depth is entirely model dependent, and deepens with increasing potential temperature and water content.
[24] The locations and magnitudes of melting and associated surface eruption change with time as the pocket moves in the direction of plate motion and deforms. For example, after 5 Myr, the eruption center above the pocket (i.e., the location of maximum thickening rate) has moved ∼200 km to the right, (Figure 2a ) while the plate surface has moved 225 km to the right. Thus, in the reference frame of the moving plate, the eruption center has only moved ∼25 km after 5 Myr in a direction opposite to plate motion. The two long-lived melting zones (inside and outside of the pocket) evolve with time in different ways. After 5 Myr, the vigor of melting inside the pocket has significantly decreased (Figure 2c ), diminishing the maximum thickening rate by ∼37% above the pocket (Figure 2a) . Meanwhile, melting outside of the pocket has decreased only slightly, and its lateral extent has increased. As time progresses, the two eruption zones at the surface begin to coalesce due to tilting of the pocket wall and vertical ascent of magma. After 10 Myr, melting inside the pocket has continued to decrease significantly, while melting outside the pocket persists as it did at 5 Myr (Figure 2d ).
Spatial and Temporal Patterns
[25] One interesting aspect of SDU is that melting zones move with plate motion (Figure 2 ). This movement of the melting zones causes a temporal pattern of eruption that differs from that of a classic hot spot, which forms a line of volcanoes that lengthens at a rate equal to the plate velocity [Wilson, 1963; Morgan, 1971 Morgan, , 1972 . Contours of thickening rate on axes of model time versus surface position (an "eruption-gram" that shows patterns of eruption in the reference frame of an observer on the surface) illustrate the differences between the spatial and temporal patterns caused by SDU and a classic hot spot (Figure 3 ). In this frame, a classic hot spot eruption center plots on a line with a slope equal to −1/V plate (shaded lines in Figures 3a-3e ). This slope is dramatically steeper than the slope of a line through the maximum melting that arises from SDU volcanism. Specifically, SDU volcanism produces a volcanic age progression that migrates across the Earth's surface much more slowly than classic hot spot volcanism. For example, in our reference model (Figure 3a) , the center of maximum eruption (which results from melting inside the pocket) moves from ∼550 km to ∼525 km in 5 Myr. This 25 km displacement is an order of magnitude smaller than the predicted 250 km displacement of a hot spot center. The eruption center caused by melting outside the pocket also travels about an order of magnitude more slowly compared to a hot spot. The model prediction that SDU melting centers do not result in hot spotlike temporal patterns is not significantly affected by pocket shape or plate velocity (Figures 3a-3e ). The location of the maximum thickening rate thus migrates slowly for several million years until the inside-pocket melting diminishes such that the center of maximum volcanism jumps to the more dispersed outside-pocket melting zone (Figure 3f ). We note that if the base of the pocket is nearly stationary with respect to the mantle, a more hot spot-like pattern can develop at the surface. For melting to occur in this scenario, however, the Figure 3a , the pocket is 40 km below the surface, has a height of 80 km, and has a length of 320 km (aspect ratio = 4); is centered at about 700 km at 0 Myr; and lies beneath a plate moving at 50 km/Myr. Contours to the right of ∼500 km show the eruption zone arising from melting within the pocket, while contours so the left show melting outside of the pocket. The dashed line marks our measurement of the time scale for the decrease in within-pocket melting: it is measured as the time at which the maximum thickening rate above the pocket is first equal to the maximum thickening rate beyond the pocket. (b, c) As in Figure 3a , but for plate speeds of 70 km/Myr and 90 km/Myr, respectively. (d, e) As in Figure 3a , but for pocket widths of 480 (aspect ratio = 6) and 640 km (aspect ratio = 8), respectively. (f) The displacement of the location of maximum thickening rate with time, with colored lines corresponding to the colors of the dashed lines in Figures 3a-3e marking the measured time scale. The smooth section of each curve occurs while pocket melting is much stronger than melting outside of the pocket, while the high-amplitude section occurs after pocket melting has diminished (the switchover defines the time scale for pocket melting duration, denoted by dashed lines corresponding by color to Figures 3a-3e) . Thin shaded lines in Figure 3f show the expected displacement of a hot spot on plates with different speeds. (g) Maximum thickening rate predicted on the surface versus time, where colors correspond to dashed lines in Figures 3a-3f. residual mantle layer must be thicker (e.g., higher T p ), or the asthenosphere must be thinner than we have modeled.
[26] Another interesting prediction is that two or more distinct melting centers simultaneously exist, with comparable melt thickening rates at the surface (Figure 2 ). This pattern is different from that of a classic hot spot, which has a single melting center. Initially, a single melting center occurring within the pocket dominates the surface expression of volcanism: surface thickening above the pocket is stronger than that outside the pocket by more than a factor of five in some cases (Figure 3g ). However, as the pocket deforms, melting inside the pocket weakens while melting outside the pocket continues unabated. Eventually, thickening rates above the pocket are indistinguishable from those beyond the pocket edges, and a wide zone of diffuse and weak volcanism results. In all simulations tested there are eventually at least three coexisting eruption zones (e.g., >6 Myr in Figure 3b ), although this time is not shown for all cases. Two or more eruption centers of comparable magnitude can be identified by high-amplitude, high-frequency variations in a plot of location of maximum thickening rate versus time (Figure 3f ). The distance between the insidepocket and outside-pocket eruption centers is typically 100-300 km, and tends to increase with time and plate velocity.
Duration of Melting
[27] Melting caused by SDU does not appear to approach zero during the model time we have examined (∼10 Myr). As described above, melting inside the pocket weakens over time and eventually becomes similar to that beyond the pocket edge. To estimate a time scale for the duration of inside-pocket melting, we measure the time at which the maximum thickening location first jumps between these two zones (marked in Figures 3f and 3g) , with the understanding that this is not the total duration of melting inside the pocket. We find that the time scale of melting inside the pocket is controlled by the rate of pocket deformation. In particular, we show (Figure 4a ) that the time scale increases inversely with the rate of asthenospheric shear ( _ " = V plate /H Asth ) for combinations of V plate between 30 to 90 km/Myr and H Asth between 150, 200, and 250 km.
[28] Pocket deformation occurs primarily on the edges of the pocket, where the pocket sides become tilted and thinned (Figure 2) . Thus, increasing pocket deformation tends to confine the most vigorous circulation toward the center of the pocket, away from the thinned edges. Therefore, for a given pocket height, increasing the pocket aspect ratio (i.e., pocket width) should tend to increase the duration of rapid melting because wider pockets can maintain a central circulation away from the thinned edges for a longer time period. This trend is exactly what we find (Figure 4b ). We observe a stronger dependence of melting duration on aspect ratio for short pockets (e.g., H LV = 0.2), primarily because the overlap of the pocket and residual mantle column is comparable to the vertical scale of the circulation pattern. In taller pockets (e.g., H LV = 0.6), much of the weakening in circulation occurs below the residual mantle column, and thus has little effect on melt generation.
Thickening Rates
[29] The instantaneous thickening rate at the surface is dependent on parameters that control how much material near its solidus is decompressing, and on parameters that control the rate of that decompression. In general, the taller melting columns produce greater thickening rates at the surface. Therefore, a pocket positioned deeper beneath the surface has a shorter melting column (i.e., shorter overlap with the residual mantle layer) and a smaller instantaneous thickening rate (Figure 5a) . Similarly, increasing the thermal age of the plate (i.e., the thickness of the asthenosphere that has cooled) truncates the top of the melting column, and decreases column height and thus thickening rate (not shown). For example, our simulations predict that halfspace cooling at the top of a residual mantle layer will produce a thick enough thermal boundary layer to shut off melting from SDU after only 15 Myr in simulations where there is no initial boundary layer overlying the residual mantle layer (e.g., as in a ridge environment). This estimate of the time before surface cooling shuts off SDU melting (i.e., 15 Myr) is sensitive to model parameters, and will be larger for less refractory mantle material, higher T P , diminished thermal diffusivity of the mantle, or the insulating effect of an overlying layer of mechanical lithosphere (i.e., if the residual mantle layer is not initially exposed to the surface). Therefore this prediction should be taken to mean only that SDU cannot cause melting after all of the residual mantle layer has cooled. In the remaining results shown here, we have focused on cases in which there has not been significant cooling beneath a mechanical lithosphere of some thickness (which may represent either continental or oceanic lithosphere).
[30] Many parameters that control the rate of circulation in the pocket have been examined in previous work, and we will not discuss them in detail here . For example, both greater viscosity contrast and surface plate velocity increase vertical velocity, which increases the instantaneous thickening rate (but decreases the duration of melting, as shown above). Increasing the pocket aspect ratio also increases the vertical velocity (or has only a weak affect), and likewise may increase instantaneous thickening rate. As a final example, increasing the mechanical plate thickness decreases pocket circulation and maximum thickening rate (Figure 5b) .
[31] Previous work [e.g., did not examine the potential for melting outside of the pocket. In that location, upwelling flow is generated by the presence of the pocket viscosity heterogeneity, but does not significantly depend on the pocket's shape. Because the pocket itself persists over time, melting upstream from the pocket is relatively steady and the associated thickening rate at the surface is also relatively steady over the duration of our simulations. Thickening rate upstream from the pocket increases linearly with _ " and decreases with the depth of the pocket relative to the surface. Additionally, thickening the mechanical lithosphere inhibits circulation around the top of the pocket, which decreases the thickening rate (see Figure 5b , after ∼6 Myr).
[32] The cumulative thickening above the pocket is affected by both the duration of melting and the instantaneous thickening rate. For example, the instantaneous thickening rate increases linearly with V plate , but the time scale of pocket melting decreases with V plate , making the cumulative thickness above the pocket relatively insensitive to V plate (Figure 6a) . When varying the parameters of plate thickness, pocket aspect ratio, and pocket depth, the predicted time scale, thickening rate, and consequently cumulative thickening, increase together (Figures 6b-6d ). Time scale is not a factor for the steady melting zone outside of the pocket; only thickening rate is important to the cumulative thickness away from the pocket. Thus increasing plate velocity, increasing aspect ratio, decreasing pocket depth, and decreasing the mechanical or thermal lithospheric thickness all tend to increase outside-pocket cumulative thickness. In general, cumulative thickness is most sensitive to the height of the melting column, which is controlled by pocket depth, plate thickness, and plate age in our tests, but also by other factors we have not tested such as, mineralogy, T p and other thermodynamic parameters. At 10 Myr, melting outside the pocket produces an erupted thickness between ∼0.5-2.0 km at the surface, and melting inside the pocket produces a ∼1.0-4.0 km thick layer.
Simulations With Realistic Viscosity Variations
[33] So far, we have induced shear-driven upwelling by simply imposing low viscosities within asthenospheric pockets without considering the source of the asthenospheric heterogeneity that is responsible for the low viscosities. The most likely causes of low-viscosity heterogeneity are regional changes in the water content or temperature of asthenospheric rocks, which can produce larger viscosity variations compared to other factors such as grain size variations and melt retention [see, e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003, Table 1 ]. However, under some conditions, melt retention may cause order-of-magnitude variations in viscosity if high-porosity melt channels form [e.g., Kohlstedt et al., 2010] . While both water and heat can decrease rock viscosity, and therefore can excite SDU in the presence of asthenospheric shear, both also induce changes in the upwelling and/or melting behavior that can affect volumes and patterns of surface volcanism.
Damp Pockets
[34] We introduce a hydrous source for the 2 orders of magnitude viscosity decrease within the pocket by following the procedure described in section 2.2. For imposed low viscosities, the duration of melting and the surface eruption pattern are predominantly controlled by asthenospheric strain rates, and, to a lesser extent, the shape and dimensions of the pocket (Figure 4 ). Water content in the pocket does not significantly affect these parameters, and thus does not greatly influence the duration of volcanism. The rate of melting, however, which is expressed at the surface by thickening rate, is predominantly controlled by the height and productivity of the melting column (Figures 5-6 ), and these properties are affected by water content.
[35] One might expect that progressive melting inside the damp pocket should dehydrate the peridotite, increase the viscosity or decrease the size of the pocket, and consequently should shorten the measured time scale of melting inside the pocket. However, the simulations predict no significant difference in time scale between imposed and damp pockets. The dynamics modeled here and in the work of are affected by order-of-magnitude changes in pocket viscosity. Thus, while peridotite that rises, for example, from ∼100 km depth to ∼90 km depth in Figure 7a , does experience dehydration, the accompanying small change in viscosity does not have a large effect on upwelling. On the other hand, moving damp material from ∼140 km depth to ∼80 km depth does yield an order-ofmagnitude increase in viscosity, and thus should result in stagnating SDU. However, moving this vertical distance, even at the higher end of upwelling rates caused by SDU, requires >10 Myr, or more than double the typical measured time scale. Further, throughout most of the melting zone, the melting rates are <0.1%/Myr, while an order-of-magnitude increase in viscosity requires an increase in F of ∼2%, or roughly 20 Myr. Therefore, the dimensions and shape of a low-viscosity pocket evolve with time rather similarly for damp and imposed pockets over a time scale of ∼10 Myr.
[36] To exemplify damp pocket melting, we show thickening rate versus position (Figure 7a ) for a 320 km wide damp pocket with 400 ppm water in peridotite [e.g., Michael, 1988; Dixon et al., 2002 Dixon et al., , 2004 Asimow and Langmuir, 2003 ] that is below a 50 km thick plate (Figure 7b ). This damp pocket initially extends from 140 to 50 km depth (the base of the plate). However, the effective height of this pocket is at most ∼70 km, because above 70 km depth (i.e., 20 km beneath the plate), melting has depleted hydrous peridotite such that incompatible water [Michael, 1995] has escaped with the magma, leaving behind a residue that is effectively dry. This predicted depth of dehydration is dependent on our choice of mantle conditions, melting model, fractionation model, and bulk partition coefficient of water, and is consistent with the predictions of Hirth and Kohlstedt [1996] . Furthermore, only the deepest ∼25 km of the remaining pocket experiences a viscosity decrease near 2 orders of magnitude, and the top ∼25 km experience on average less than 1 order of magnitude decrease. Considering these predictions, the true effective height of the pocket is <70 km, and the true effective depth is >20 km beneath the base of the plate. For comparison, we also show the thickening rate above an imposed pocket with a height of 70 km, and that is 20 km beneath a 50 km thick plate (Figure 7a) .
[37] The displacement of volcanism after 1 Myr is similar for the damp and imposed pockets, as is the pattern of surface eruption as a function of time (e.g., Figure 3 ). The thickening rate upstream of the pocket is smaller for the damp pocket, because of weaker circulation around the (effectively) shorter damp pocket. A decrease in thickening rate above the pocket does not occur because of a balance between three competing effects. First, the damp pocket has a taller melting column because water increases the pressure (thus depth) at which peridotite begins melting for a given temperature [e.g., Hirose and Kawamoto, 1995; Gaetani and Grove, 1998; Hirschmann et al., 1999; Katz et al., 2003] . Therefore, the mantle residual layer extends deeper inside the damp pocket than in the adjacent mantle (Figure 7a) , which increases the thickening rate at the surface, Second, a damp pocket may decrease surface thickening rates because water necessarily decreases ∂F/∂p (and melting rate) for low F relative to dry peridotite [e.g., Hirose and Kawamoto, 1995; Gaetani and Grove, 1998; Hirschmann et al., 1999] . Third, we find that vertical velocity is actually smaller throughout the upper half of the damp pocket compared to the imposed pocket, because the effective height of the damp pocket is shorter. In the example simulation, these competing effects approximately cancel, which causes thickening rates above damp and imposed pockets to be similar. In other simulations with greater plate thickness, damp pockets tend to produce more magma than imposed pockets.
[38] Finally, we note that shallow low-viscosity pockets cannot result from excess water unless the damp region is not at equilibrium with the surrounding mantle. This may be the case, for example, if water is brought into the mantle from above near subduction zones [e.g., Stern, 2002] . However, the melting associated with such a pocket would include a component caused by solidus depression of hydrous minerals, which would occur even in the absence of upwelling. Our assumptions isolate the magnitude of decompression melting caused by SDU.
Warm Pockets
[39] Although warm pockets are less viscous than the ambient mantle, they are also buoyant, which causes them to exhibit different dynamics than both damp and imposed pockets. A warm pocket beneath a stationary plate will thin and spread due to its buoyancy via a "gravity current" Figure 7 . (a) The thickening rate over a damp pocket plotted at 1 Myr (blue line) and 2 Myr (red line) for a simulation in which plate velocity is 50 km/Myr and the mechanical plate thickness is 50 km. The pocket peridotite initially contains 400 ppm water, is 320 km wide, and is initially centered at 700 km. The effective pocket height is 70 km, and the effective depth is 70 km. Also shown is the thickening rate for an imposed pocket with the same parameters at 1 Myr (solid line) and 2 Myr (shaded line). (b) Contours show the variation in viscosity (gray scale with thin contour lines) and melting rate (color scale) due to a damp pocket in the asthenosphere at 1 Myr; the pocket is initially rectangular. The bold dashed line indicates the depth of the residual mantle layer. Figure 7b relates to the blue line in Figure 7a . (c) The thickening rate over a warm pocket shown for a simulation in which plate velocity is 0 km/Myr (no shear, solid line) and one in which plate velocity is 50 km/Myr at 1 Myr (blue line) and 2 Myr (red line). In both simulations, the mechanical plate is 70 km thick. (d) As in Figure 7b , but for a warm pocket at 1 Myr. This plot relates to the blue line in Figure 7c . [Huppert, 1982; Bercovici and Lin, 1996] . The rate of thinning is controlled mostly by the density and viscosity of the pocket, which for warm pockets is determined only by temperature. This thinning can lead to melting because warm material at the base of the pocket is rising and thus depressurizing. To identify the effects of SDU on melting of a warm pocket, we compare the melting patterns of warm pockets spreading beneath a stationary plate to those beneath a plate moving at 5 cm/yr. In our example calculations, we initiate a pocket with a temperature that is 4% greater than the geotherm. The pocket's height is 70 km, width is 320 km, and depth is 70 km. Plate thickness is 70 km, r o = 3300 kg/m 3 , a = 4 × 10 −5 K −1 , h o = 3.36 × 10 20 Pa s, and E a = 300 kJ/mol. [40] The thickening rate above a stationary plate is symmetric about the center of the warm pocket (Figure 7c ). Material is rising the fastest at the edges of the pocket where lateral viscosity and density variations are the greatest, and this results in two strong melting centers at the surface that diminish as thinning continues. Unlike patterns predicted for imposed and damp pockets, significant melting does not occur beyond the edges of a warm pocket. In the case of a moving plate, the circulation caused by SDU increases the thickening rate on the upstream side of the pocket, and decreases thickening rate on the downstream side of the pocket (Figure 7c ). In our example case, the instantaneous thickening rate is ∼50% greater above the upstream pocket wall, and the total thickness is ∼50% greater after the first million years at this same location.
[41] The extent to which SDU augments melt generation and thickening rate for a warm, buoyant pocket depends on to the amplitude of SDU relative to upwelling induced by thermal buoyancy. For a given set of mantle parameters, such as plate velocity, pocket temperature, r o , a, and height of the model space, the strength of SDU is controlled by the viscosity contrast, which depends on E a , whereas the strength of buoyant upwelling is controlled by background viscosity h o . In our example calculation (Figure 7d ) the viscosity contrast results in a maximum SDU velocity that is only ∼1% of the plate velocity. Meanwhile, the density contrast results in a maximum vertical velocity that is ∼6% of plate velocity. Thus melting patterns in this scenario are dominated by buoyant upwelling, and only modified slightly by SDU (Figure 7c ).
[42] For all h o and E a , cases with SDU (i.e., moving plates) have thicker crust after ∼1 Myr (Figure 8a ). This extra SDUinduced thickness increases with E a , but is insensitive to the order-of-magnitude range of h o examined here because SDU circulation amplifies with viscosity contrast, rather than with absolute viscosity. However, the background melting caused by buoyant spreading beneath the plate varies by an order of magnitude because it is sensitive to Dr/h o . Therefore, the relative amplification of total erupted thickness generated by SDU increases with h o (Figure 8a) . Thus, SDU melting in warm pockets is significant in simulations with h o > ∼10 20 Pa s, but insignificant if h o < ∼10 19 Pa s. This initial augmentation of melting due to SDU, however, is usually followed by a period of relative suppression of melting after a few million years (Figure 8b ), likely because shearing eventually deforms the pocket into a shape that is not conducive to either SDU or efficient spreading.
[43] Given the predictions above, we can assume that there is an optimal set of conditions (e.g., pocket shape, h o , E a , v plate ) that maximizes the relative importance of SDU for the dynamics and melting of a warm pocket. However, for warm pockets at asthenospheric conditions (e.g., h o ≤ ∼10 20 Pa s), SDU is likely to exert second-order importance.
Discussion
[44] Our calculations have shown that SDU is a viable process for generating or increasing asthenospheric melting for viscosity heterogeneities that are related to elevated water content, temperature, or other factors. To determine whether SDU melting might actually generate intraplate volcanism on Earth, we compare predictions from our calculations to several observed aspects of intraplate volcanism. Most commonly, intraplate volcanism is classified by eruption rate, duration or age range, spatial and temporal patterns, geochemistry, and the association of the volcanism with geophysical observations such as the presence of a Figure 7a is also shown (solid line). Arrows bracket estimates for thickening rates between 0.5 and 0.1 Ma at Crater Flat . topographic swell or a thermal anomaly in the mantle [e.g., Ito and van Keken, 2007] . With the simulations presented above, we can make comparisons to observed eruption rates, durations, and spatial and temporal patterns. We focus on the damp and warm pockets, which have rheologies based on experimental results.
[45] Examples of intraplate volcanism exist throughout the western United States. Many of these volcanic fields, particularly throughout the Basin and Range and Colorado Plateau, have relatively low eruption volumes and rates, represent short durations, and do not collectively form an obvious hot spot track. For example, the Quaternary Crater Flat volcanic field in southern Nevada is a group of monogenic cones that erupted over 0.1 to 0.5 Myr, with a total volume of ∼0.15-0.18 km 3 , and with a thickening rate roughly estimated as ∼0.03 to 0.3 km/Myr . This particular section of the Basin and Range overlies relatively thin continental lithosphere extending to only 50-70 km depth [Li et al., 2007] , and a low-viscosity zone of ∼10
18 Pa s may exist between ∼80-160 km depth [Bills et al., 2007] . The shear across the asthenosphere beneath Crater flat is estimated between ∼4-8 cm/yr [Silver and Holt, 2002; Conrad and Behn, 2010] , and tomography reveals a approximately −1.5% anomaly in P-wave velocity in the asthenosphere just south of Crater Flat, which spans ∼200 km at its widest and is up to ∼200 km tall [Dueker et al., 2001; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010; Xue and Allen, 2010] . These are all favorable conditions for SDU to produce asthenospheric melting. Furthermore, there is some evidence that the low viscosities beneath Nevada can be attributed to high water content [Dixon et al., 2004; Plank et al., 2008] .
[46] A damp pocket experiencing SDU can explain the rate of volcanism at Crater Flat. For example, the simulation of a damp pocket beneath a 50 km thick plate discussed above ( Figure 7 ) predicts a maximum thickening rate of ∼0.17 km/Myr, when the pocket has a rectangular shape. After deforming a few million years, the thickening rate levels off ∼0.04 km/Myr. In another simulation with a 70 km thick plate (not show), the same pocket beneath (i.e., a 320 km wide pocket with an effective top at ∼50 km and base at 140 km) yields thickening rates between ∼0.02-0.056 km/Myr over 10 Myr. These predicted rates compare well with the observed estimated rates at Crater Flat of 0.03-0.3 km/Myr . To erupt the upper bound estimate at Crater Flat, our simulations would have to supply 1.7-15 times more magma, which may require the lateral transport of magma over distances of <10 km. This source area would be decreased if the mantle potential temperature was warmer than we estimate, or if the productivity of the mantle is greater than we estimate (e.g., if the mantle contained a pyroxenite component within a peridotite matrix) . On the other hand, estimated source area must be increased if the pocket dimensions are smaller, particularly if the melting column is shorter, and this is a limit to melt production in other studies [e.g., Wang et al., 2002] , Also, the source area must be increased if the shear rate is lower, if the viscosity contrast is lesser, or if the plate or thermal boundary layer is thicker than we have assumed.
[47] Alternatively, a warm pocket might also explain the rate of volcanism at Crater Flat. In either case (with or without shear) the warm pockets shown in Figure 7 have comparable thickening rates to those of the damp pockets described above, and we estimate that this rate is comparable to observations at Crater Flat. However, the estimated viscosity of the asthenosphere beneath the Basin and Range is 10 18 Pa s [Bills et al., 2007] , in which case we predict that SDU melting would be negligible for a warm pocket. The example simulations of warm pockets have a temperature anomaly of 65 K, and predict initial thickening rates on the order of 10 km/Myr if the asthenosphere's viscosity is 10 18 Pa s (Figure 8b ), much larger than what is estimated at Crater Flat. Thus, to explain the rates of volcanism observed at Crater Flat by spreading of a warm pocket beneath southern Nevada requires a smaller pocket, a lower thermal anomaly, or some other factor that reduces upwelling rates such as a less optimal pocket shape.
[48] The volcanism at Crater Flat may be part of a larger volcanic field that stretches from the area around Crater Flat to Lunar Crater Volcanic Field, Nevada, a distance of ∼200 km . This larger field spans an age rage of 10.5-0.08 Ma, with peaks in volcanism separated by 1-2 Myr displaying no age progression [e.g., Smith et al., 2002; Valentine and Hirano, 2010] , but with a noted exponential decay in the volumes erupted intermittently with time over the last ∼4.6 Ma in the area near Crater Flat Perry, 2006, 2007] . We predict that both damp and warm pockets do not produce a classic hot spot trail of volcanism on the surface. Further, both types of pockets can produce simultaneous volcanic centers separated by 50-200 km (Figure 7) if the pocket dimensions are on the order of 100 km or more; damp pockets by producing inside-and outside-of-the-pocket melting, and warm pockets because the entire pocket is buoyant. Volcanism from both damp and warm pockets decays with time, with volcanism from a warm pocket decaying exponentially.
[49] The record of eruptions between 10.5 and 0.08 Ma from Crater Flat to Lunar Crater may be better explained by a damp pocket experiencing SDU rather than a warm, buoyant pocket. We show the maximum thickening rate for a damp pocket experiencing SDU compared to a range of warm pockets beneath stationary and moving plates in Figure 8b . The maximum thickening rate for the damp pocket is steadier, and gradually decreases during the 10 Myr of model time, which results naturally from the pocket approaching and then deforming away from shapes that are optimal for SDU. By contrast, a warm pocket with h o = 1.6 × 10 18 and 1.6 × 10 19 Pa s exhibits initially large thickening rates (∼2 km/Myr or more) followed by decreases of 1-2 orders of magnitude over 10 Myr. Only a warm pocket beneath a stationary plate with h o = 1.6 × 10 20 Pa s produces thickening rates that are comparable to those of the damp pocket ( Figure 8b ) and estimates for Crater Flat, but such high asthenospheric viscosity are unrealistic for the asthenosphere beneath western North America. If we assume a more reasonable asthenospheric viscosity beneath southern Nevada of 10 18 -10 19 Pa s, and attribute melting to a warm region beneath the lithosphere, predicted melting rates would be unrealistically high, especially initially.
[50] Some of the limitations of each type of pocket are mitigated if we assume that the seismic anomalies detected throughout the western U.S. are at once damp and warm [Dixon et al., 2004] . In this case, we propose that the viscosity of the pocket is greatly decreased by water content, allowing for SDU. A slightly elevated temperature increases the melting rate, and thus thickening rate, without producing a strong density contrast; even small variations (<10°C) may augment melting in damp, circulating pockets. Heterogeneity in water content may be preexisting or related to subduction [e.g., Cao and Levander, 2010] , and there is indeed geophysical evidence for compositional variation beneath the Western U.S. [e.g., Dueker et al., 2001; Gilbert et al., 2003] .
[51] The Newer Volcanic Province (NVP) located mainly in Victoria, Australia, represents another intraplate volcanic field with small eruption volumes and no obvious age progression [e.g., Demidjuk et al., 2007; Gray and McDougall, 2009] . Most of this volcanism erupted since 5 Ma with a peak at ∼2 Ma, covers roughly 15,000 km 2 , and erupted thicknesses are up to 160 m but typically closer to 60 m [Demidjuk et al., 2007, and reference therein] . Using U-series disequilibria in samples from the NVP, Demidjuk et al. [2007] concluded that mantle upwelling velocity may be ∼1.5 cm/yr, significantly slower than the estimated plate velocity of 6.5 cm/yr, and that melt was generated in the mantle. Although some authors have cited alignment of volcanism centers as evidence for a tectonic control on magmatism [Lesti et al., 2008] , Demidjuk et al. [2007] note that the lack of motion or widening of the NVP through time suggests that melting is related to absolute plate motion. In that case, Demidjuk et al. [2007] favored the edge-driven convection model of King and Anderson [1998] , with the southern boundary of the Australian craton forming the "edge" and northward motion of the Australian plate trapping the resulting melt along the trailing edge of the continental keel. Given the thickness of the lithosphere underlying the NVP, the conclusion that edge-driven convection could generate melting relied on the evidence of fertile, hydrous mantle beneath Australia O'Reilly and Griffin, 1988; Stolz and Davies, 1988; Powell et al., 2004] .
[52] Alternatively, melting caused by SDU associated with a damp pocket could provide an explanation for volcanism since 5 Ma in the NVP. Over this time interval, we predict the center of volcanism should move only ∼25 km to the south, and the volcanic province should not widen (Figure 3) . Further, the typical thickness of ≤60 m (also reported to be <10 m and up to 160 m) [e.g., Johnson et al., 1989; Price et al., 1997; Demidjuk et al., 2007] observed at the NVP can be generated by a damp pocket similar to the example in Figure 7a at ∼1 Ma, assuming a plate velocity of ∼6.5 cm/yr. The damp pocket in Figure 7a can produce the melt necessary to form a basalt layer that is 60 m thick in ∼5 Ma even when the pocket shape is inefficient for SDU, and this is the time span over which the NVP has erupted. If the plate were moving at 6.5 cm/yr as in the case of Australia, or if the mantle were more fusible than we have modeled, the amount of time necessary to erupt 60 m of crust would shorten. If the plate were thicker, the necessary time would lengthen.
[53] Small seamounts may represent another type of volcanism caused by SDU. There are more than 190,000 edifices on the seafloor with an estimated volume <10 3 km 3 [Hillier, 2007] . Many of these seamounts are not volcanic, and thus cannot be related to melting by SDU, and many others are better explained by a thermal anomaly or other process unrelated to SDU [e.g., Wilson, 1963; Morgan, 1971 Morgan, , 1972 Buck and Parmentier, 1986; McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Marquart, 2001; Raddick et al., 2002; Hirano et al., 2006; Ballmer et al., 2007] . There are, however, many seamounts that can be equally well explained by melting in a damp pocket that is experiencing SDU, particularly those formed on young plates where SDU would generate the most magma. Our calculations show that damp pockets beneath thin, young plates (<10 km thick) produce a maximum thickening rate of ∼0.3 km/Myr and a sustained thickening rate of ∼0.1 km/Myr. To form a seamount volume of 10 3 km 3 in 1 Myr with these rates, the seamount would have form from a source area with a ∼32-56 km radius. Simulations with damp pockets that have dimensions of ∼100 km do predict that SDU can generate a source volume of this size, but efficiently transporting magma ∼30 to 50 km beneath such a thin plate may be difficult [Hieronymus and Bercovici, 2001] . More voluminous seamounts, and seamounts that form on plates thicker than 10 km require a larger source radius, and may be better explained by a thermal anomaly, or may require some combination of thermal or chemical heterogeneity to augment SDU melting, as discussed above. Seamounts of ∼10 2 km 3 that have erupted in ∼1 Myr require a source radius of only ∼10-18 km, which is a reasonable a source radius for thin plates [Hieronymus and Bercovici, 2001] .
[54] The overall implication of our study is that SDU can induce the melting necessary to form some of the small, nonhot spot, intraplate volcanism observed on both the continents and seafloor. Larger volcanic fields, such as Iceland or Hawaii, still likely require a thermal explanation. Our simulations predict that small, anomalous volcanism should preferentially form on continental or oceanic areas that lie above rapidly shearing asthenosphere. This prediction was investigated by Conrad et al. [2011] , who found a positive correlation between mantle shear and the occurrence of intraplate basaltic volcanism. Shear rate, the shapes and magnitudes of sublithospheric viscosity heterogeneities, and asthenospheric temperature should all exert controls on the formation of anomalous volcanism by SDU.
Conclusions
[55] Shear in the asthenosphere can excite circulatory flow within a variety of types of viscosity heterogeneities. In the case of low-viscosity pockets embedded in the ambient asthenosphere, the vertical component of this circulation, known as "shear-driven upwelling" (SDU) causes melting if the upwelling occurs within material near its solidus, such as uncooled (i.e., at the ambient T p ) material that was emplaced by passive upwelling beneath a mid-ocean ridge. One robust model prediction is that shearing of an "imposed" lowviscosity pocket induces a strong melting zone near the upstream side of the pocket and a broad circulation around the pocket that generates a separate melting zone further upstream, beyond the pocket boundaries. A second robust prediction is that these two melting zones move nearly at the same velocity as plate motion (except in special cases with deep pockets or thin asthenosphere [see also Anderson, 2010] ), making them nearly stationary on the plate. Thus, SDU-induced volcanism features little or no age progression at the surface, which distinguishes it from volcanism induced by mantle plumes.
[56] For low-viscosity pockets that are initially rectangular, eruption of melt from upstream of the pocket remains relatively steady with time, while eruption of melt generated within the pocket decreases over a time scale of ∼2-12 Myr. This time scale decreases with, and is most sensitive to, asthenospheric strain rate _ " (i.e., V plate /H Asth ), but also tends to increase with the aspect ratio of the pocket (W LV /H LV ). After this time scale is exceeded, eruption rates from both melting zones tend to be weak but steady, continuing for at least another 10 Myr.
[57] The SDU-induced surface eruption rate (i.e., thickening rate) is most sensitive to the height of the melting column, which is controlled by the overlap of upwelling flow and the residual mantle column. Both are sensitive to the thickness of a mechanical plate, thermal boundary layer, and mantle potential temperature. Little to no melting occurs beneath plates that have cooled to a depth near or below the base of the residual mantle layer. Increasing the mechanical thickness of a plate reduces thickening rates, as does increasing the depth of the pocket below the surface. Cumulative erupted melt volume decreases with plate age, thickness, and depth of the pocket, but increases with the pocket aspect ratio. Damp pockets behave similarly to imposed pockets, with the interesting result that water in the peridotite allows damp pockets to melt beneath thicker mechanical lithosphere and thermal boundary layers than imposed pockets. Warm pockets, however, exhibit a very different behavior that is caused by the buoyancy of the warm material. Assuming a reference viscosity of ∼10
18 -10 19 Pa · s, vertical velocity is dominated by buoyant upwelling and the influence of SDU is negligible. Assuming typical asthenospheric viscosity, thickening rates for warm pockets decrease exponentially with time from initially very high rates of volcanism, and thus have a different surface expression, and shorter lifetime, than imposed or damp pockets. This difference can be used to determine which type of heterogeneity, thermal or compositional, causes a particular observation of intraplate volcanism.
[58] Melting that is excited by SDU occurring within damp pockets can explain intraplate volcanism with eruption volumes up to 10 2 km 3 /Myr, corresponding to eruption of a 0.1 km thick melt layer every Myr. SDU may produce greater rates of volcanism if the geometry of the viscosity heterogeneity is particularly optimal for generating SDU, melt focusing is particularly efficient, the asthenosphere contains particularly fusible material, or if SDU is augmented by a thermal anomaly. If we assume that heterogeneity in the water content of peridotite is ubiquitous throughout the mantle, this work predicts that intraplate volcanism should preferentially occur on the surface above regions of high asthenospheric shear, such as western North America or eastern Australia, or on the seafloor near rapidly spreading ridges. In this case, SDU may be a globally important mechanism for the generation of low-volume intraplate volcanism. Consequently, global mantle flow, which is believed to control volcanism at plate boundaries, may also exert a control on intraplate volcanism via SDU.
